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Investor Presentation for the 22nd Fiscal Period Ended February 2017 held on April 20, 2017 

Major Questions and Answers (summary) 

 

Q. 1  

Multi-tenant type logistics property has been acquired for the first time with the equity offering this 

time around. While the market expects a fall in cap rates of multi-tenant type logistics properties, 

what is the outlook for external growth?   

 

Ans. 1 

Even the appraisal value in the fiscal period ended February 2017 shows a declining trend in cap 

rates and the property acquisition environment is becoming more severe. In light of such 

environment, we intend to acquire properties of about 50 to 60 billion yen annually, mainly from 

the sponsor group’s pipeline.  

 

Q. 2 

Which will you prioritize going forward, growth of DPU or lowering of LTV? 

 

Ans. 2 

Our policy is to control LTV to be within the 40% to 50% range. Considering that goodwill will be 

amortized over 20 years, I think we should control LTV excluding goodwill. When implementing 

equity offering accompanying property acquisition, we aim for DPU growth of at least 100 yen or 

more through each equity offering. We will execute management while striking good balance 

between DPU growth and LTV.  

 

Q. 3  

Is there any tendency regarding properties that were not acquired due to being unable to reach 

agreement on criteria or terms in negotiations with the sponsor? Is there difference depending on 

asset class? 

 

Ans. 3 

The largest discrepancy in cap rate and price was for residential properties in central Tokyo, with a 

gap of around 100 basis points. There was also a similar discrepancy in prices of office properties. 

Although we were able to acquire almost all logistics properties from the sponsor, there were some 

that we did not pursue for reasons other than price.  
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Q. 4 

Most of the owned logistics properties are BTS type and the rents are stable. On the other hand, a 

loss was recorded in relation to litigation demanding a rent decrease. Do you recognize this as a 

special case or anticipate seeing more of such cases that may lead to recording of loss due to strong 

pressure for rent decreases against the backdrop of the most recent mass supply of logistics 

properties? 

 

Ans. 4 

We have received some demands to lower rent in the past as well, but there have been cases where 

we kept the rent unchanged by adding value through installation of LED lighting and such. The 

property currently under litigation is a BTS type, and since it is constructed assuming an appropriate 

rent to accommodate the tenant’s needs, we judge that it is difficult to accept demand for rent 

decrease due to changes in the market environment. Therefore, you could consider this case to be 

rare.  

 

Q. 5  

A small-scale residential property was disposed in the fiscal period ended February 2017. How do 

you view this property disposition when aiming to achieve an asset size of 800 billion yen? 

 

Ans. 5 

 We are looking to increase the asset size by 50 to 60 billion yen per year in net. Since disposition 

during the fiscal period could bring down NOI, we would like to implement property replacement 

to avoid such. Small-scale residential properties with NOI that is expected to fall in the future will 

be likely candidates for possible disposition. An environment in which property acquisition is 

difficult is, on the contrary, an environment in which disposition is more advantageous, thus we 

would like to respond flexibly.  

 

Q. 6 

Concerning synergy effects since the merger, have there been any changes from those initially 

expected? 

 

Ans. 6 

With the change to a diversified REIT through the merger of specialized REITs, new asset classes 

such as hotel and office have become investment targets, and property information has increased 

accordingly.  
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Q. 7 

In order to achieve an asset size of 800 billion yen, what are you assuming for the ratio between 

logistics and residential properties?  

 

Ans. 7 

Of the 370 billion yen worth of properties on the pipeline, logistics properties supply a little over 

200 billion yen, and investment plans of the sponsor group are also centering on logistics properties. 

Going forward, we expect roughly 70% of the properties we acquire will be logistics properties.  

 

Q. 8 

What is “Lease cancellation penalty from tenants” listed as one of the increase factors for operating 

revenue for the fiscal period ending August 2017? 

 

Ans. 8 

It is a cancellation penalty from a tenant leaving QiZ GATE URAWA.  

 

Q. 9 

I believe you are expecting the occupancy rate of retail properties to fall somewhat. How have you 

factored in occupancy rates and rent assumptions of other assets when making financial forecasts? 

 

Ans. 9 

We assumed occupancy rates and rent assumptions of logistics and retail properties to remain 

unchanged other than the already scheduled tenant replacements in retail properties in making the 

forecasts. However, for occupancy rate of residential properties we were conservative, assuming it 

at 95%.  

 


